Repeatable for additional credit:

exploring new professional opportunities. Participants develop their skills, confidence, and know-how to return to the workforce and to correct perceptions that negatively impact decision-making and goal-setting. Topics include using fear as a positive force, influencing your thought process, and identifying possible hurdles to getting the life you want.

Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 8111 Getting the Life You Want (0 Credits)
If you’re not living life to its fullest, then learn to create a more satisfying one by using personal tools to improve relationships, to establish and achieve goals, and to correct perceptions that negatively impact decision-making and goal-setting. Topics include using fear as a positive force, influencing your thought process, and identifying possible hurdles to getting the life you want.

Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 8116 How to Be a Successful Consultant (0 Credits)
Today’s workforce is increasingly fluid and adaptable. Companies are hiring more nonpermanent contractors and consultants for staffing flexibility and speedy response to the marketplace. Explore whether consulting is right for you, prepare for a consulting career, and learn how to make it successful under the guidance of an experienced senior manager who has interviewed, hired, and managed hundreds of consultants.

Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 8527 Redefining Your Professional Identity After Raising a Family (0 Credits)
Acquire the skills, confidence, and know-how to return to the workforce after taking time off to raise children. Once they’ve left the workforce, women frequently do not want to return to their prior careers or feel that either their skills are outdated or their schedules prevent them from doing so. Gain the practical skills to leverage your experience and go about exploring new professional opportunities. Participants develop their dream job description and formulate an action plan to land that position.

Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes
CELP1-CE 9073 Learning Strategies for Those Who Have Served (2 Credits)
If you have served in the military and are new to college-level classes, or need a refresher; this course can build your confidence and set you up for success in an academic environment. Identify your unique learning style, learn how to navigate the college environment, practice time management skills, and begin to develop your own educational identity and college goals.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9074 10 Steps to a More Dynamic Voice (0 Credits)
An individual's speaking voice is critical to conveying ideas confidently and convincingly, whether interviewing for a job or giving a presentation at work. Discover how effective breathing, articulation, and pitch placement can lead to opportunity in the workplace. Learn 10 steps to voice strengthening, and reinvigorate your speaking in meetings, on the phone, and in front of colleagues and clients. Become aware of how a voice, when properly used, can reflect a new self-confidence and can make a difference in achieving a successful career.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9081 How to Perfect Your Career Pitch (2 Credits)
To sell yourself in an interview, networking situation, or sales meeting, you need to tell people how you can help them in a compelling way. Often, you only have two minutes, or sometimes even 30, 15, or 5 seconds, to make your pitch. Having a concise, engaging, targeted pitch makes you look professional, and it enables employers or business prospects to clearly understand what you can do. In this workshop, learn how to create a targeted pitch that tells your audience how you can help them and what differentiates you from the competition.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9202 Self-Promotion for Introverts (R) (0 Credits)
Most people need to promote themselves to advance their careers, or simply to remain employed in this challenging economy. This course offers lively exercises to help students discover promotional methods best suited to their personality type. Introverts, for example, may face more obstacles in getting the word out, but often have untapped advantages. Marketing yourself can be revitalizing; especially when it starts with the important groundwork of connecting to your strengths and passions. Learn tips and tools to articulate your strengths, make a plan, set goals, and take action.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9205 Using Meditation and Visualization for Career Development (0 Credits)
Have you ever wanted to see your creative idea come to fruition but didn't know where to begin or how to organize your ideas and think like a producer? Explore how to define, develop, and execute your idea--whether it's a cabaret show, a play, a comedy group, a short film, an alternative art show, or any other production. By learning the fundamentals of networking and producing, you will watch your project get ready to go from the page to the stage, screen, or gallery.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9210 Reduce Your Stress Through Laughter (0 Credits)
We laugh when we are surprised or shocked. Perhaps that's why we have to bite our lips and suppress laughter upon seeing a stranger stumble on a sidewalk and almost fall down: it's a surprise and not what we expect to see on a day-to-day basis. In this course, experience firsthand the benefits of laughter, explore why we laugh, and learn how to make others laugh. Acquire the same techniques that professional stand-up comedians use, and apply them to reduce your stress, to increase your mental flexibility and creativity, and to bring more joy to your life.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9229 Deciding on a Career in Mental Health (0 Credits)
Are you interested in changing careers and becoming a social worker, psychologist, or counselor? Maximize your ability to make this transition smoothly and successfully by taking this course. Learn the basic terminology of these mental health professions, identify possible career paths within these areas, find out what skills and interests suit different fields, discover research techniques, and explore graduate school options in New York City. Finish this course with an action plan for graduate school and/or the job search.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9233 "Navigating the Mommy Track": Balancing Parenting and Employment (0 Credits)
Develop effective strategies to balance parenting with your career. This workshop helps mothers, expectant mothers, and those considering parenthood to explore various career options and work arrangements that are conducive to raising children, whether working full- or part-time, working from home, starting your own business, or transitioning into a new, more flexible career. Participants evaluate their life and career values, goals, priorities, skills, and interests through insightful discussions, exercises, and assessment tools. The course focuses on overcoming barriers that hinder change and provides information and resources pertaining to family-friendly work possibilities.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9285 Turning Your Passion Into Your Profession (0 Credits)
Finding your passion in life and doing what you love is much harder than it seems. Even if you are lucky enough to identify it, turning your passion into a successful profession can seem impossible without the right tools or a detailed road map to follow. Through interactive exercises, this course teaches students not only how to uncover their talents, interests, and strengths, but also how to cultivate a lifelong ambition into a profession. Participants receive a personalized plan to transform their greatest passion into a successful and rewarding career.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9670 Finding a Career That Makes You Feel Energized, Happier, and Healthier (0 Credits)
Explore careers that suit your personal aspirations and unique talents, that help create a sense of peace and calm, and that allow for a more fulfilling life. The average professional spends a minimum of 40 hours a week in the workplace, and a fulfilling or unfulfilling work life has a far-reaching impact on other areas of life, from relationships and family to friendships and health. Assess what the best career for you is based on who you are, what kind of lifestyle you desire, and what you feel is your core mission in life.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes
CELP1-CE 9672 What You Should Know About Childhood Development: From Infant to Age Five (0 Credits)
Examine the physical, intellectual, social, and emotional areas of childhood development, and understand the basic principles of development and behavior. This course focuses on normal development and behaviors that are expected at each stage, the tasks that are mastered, and the ways in which parents can maximize that development.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9718 How to Think Like an Entrepreneur at Work: Improve Your Results in Any Job (0 Credits)
An entrepreneurial mindset is critical to success in any career path these days—whether it's starting your own business, climbing the corporate ladder, or managing a career transition. Learn the techniques and strategies that successful entrepreneurs use to identify opportunities, to develop and sell their expertise and talents, to create action plans, to persevere in the face of rejection and obstacles, and to proactively manage their businesses and professional careers.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9719 Taking Your Job Search Offline (0 Credits)
This course focuses on helping professionals who strive to secure competitive jobs, but have been unsuccessful using only online tools. Learn how to map out existing online efforts and prioritize activities that will lead to offline meetings and maximize your employment potential.
Develop strategies to network and showcase yourself as an asset while expanding your connections and increasing your potential of finding that ideal job.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9720 Launch Your Career: A Workshop for Generation Y (0 Credits)
If you are a recent graduate or a young professional, develop an effective framework to explore careers and to experiment with potential career paths. In this highly interactive workshop, learn how to create a dynamic job search campaign and networking strategy. Explore all available tools to pursue the ideal job in the field of your choice.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9721 Exploring Your Personality Type Using the MBTI (0 Credits)
This course provides you with the opportunity to learn more about your personal and career preferences by taking the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) online. Receive a personalized interpretative report based on your responses to the online assessment tool, and learn how to use the report to further your career and your professional plans. Work with the instructor to gain further insight into the MBTI instrument, and discuss how to proceed based on your results.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9722 The ABCs of Choosing a "Good Fit" Preschool (0 Credits)
For many parents, choosing a preschool program can be a daunting task. Discover the most effective strategies to focus on what to look for in an early childhood program and specific questions to pose during the search. Learn how to research and choose a program that will facilitate your child's intellectual, emotional, social, and physical development; contribute to healthy parent-child interactions; and reflect your family's values.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9723 Encore Careers: Your Future, Your Legacy, Your Encore Career (0 Credits)
Are you ready for a second act or third act? Have you thought about work that will help others, strengthen your community, or change society? In this course, begin your personal journey toward creating a meaningful, purposeful, inspirational, and fulfilling encore career. Focus on leveraging your life and work experiences for the social good. This course provides an introduction to the world of paid and unpaid work at nonprofits and socially minded ventures. Also, meet guest speakers who can serve as role models and can help you to expand your connections around social purpose work.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9724 The Career Advantage: Small-Group Coaching (0 Credits)
Looking for a job sometimes can be discouraging, even isolating. But you don't have to go it alone. In this course, get guidance from an experienced career counselor who helps to keep you on track and moving forward in your unique job search. Benefit from the insights, resources, and contacts of fellow job seekers. These sessions help ensure that you keep your spirits and confidence up.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

CELP1-CE 9725 Job Seeker Boot Camp (0 Credits)
When you're between jobs, you don't have time to waste. Acquire the tools you need to launch your job search in this two-day seminar. Learn what it takes to make your resume pop and how to write a cover letter that sets you apart from the rest of the pack. Most important, learn how to develop your own job leads, discover ways to get closer to hiring managers, and know what to do once you have their attention.
Grading: SPS Non-Credit Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes